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Abstract— A Cognitive Multi-Agent System approach for multi-robot system distributed control is the main
topic in our reserch group project. In this sense the MecaTeam’2007 brings up some implementations issues
under this multi-agent system development for Soccer Simulation 2D, like a new implementation for the agent
architecture used by the MecaTeam based on a multi-thread approach. This new implementation presented a
significative computing load reduction, then the old implementation, and kept the decision level model and the
concurrency among these three decision levels. Aditionally a methodology based on Petri Net to model agents
knowledge is used in the MecaTeam’2007 implementation.
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1 Intoduction

The Mobile Robots and the Autonomous Agents
definitions converge to the the following points:
both of them are immerged into a given environ-
ment, which they can percept and mainly they
can act in this environment. This actions are
genereted by a control system, according to their
perception to achieve a goal. The perception sys-
tem, the action systems and the control system,
together can be called Autonomous Agent. These
Autonomous Agents allows the mobile robot to
have autonomy in the to sense which action should
be performed in the environment.

Autonomous agents have a high degree of
self determination, they can decide by themselves,
when and under which conditions an action should
be performed. This actions can be chosen just
like a stimulus-response behavior. Agents who
behaves in this way are called Reactive Agents.
On the other hand, Cognitive Agents, are more
complex, and can hold an actualized environ-
ment model, and an automatic reasoning mech-
anism which allow the agent to choose their de-
sired goals, and coordinated actions to be per-
formed by the agent into the environment looking
for this goals satisfaction. The Cognitive Agents
also presents some social skill which allow these
agent to interact with another agents to joint to an
agent society to perform a collective task, called
Multi-Agent System.

The Multi-Agent System presented here al-
low a set eleven mobile robots behaves like a
soccer team in the RoboCup 2D Soccer Server
Simulation League (Kitano et al., 1997). This

Multi-Agent System presents a new implementa-
tion for Concurrent Autonomous Agent architec-
ture (Costa and Bittencourt, 1999; ?), when he
three process for the three decision levels concur-
rent architecture was replaced by a multi-thread
approach, and the lowest level from the original
architecture, called Reactive level, was replaced
for UvaTri-Learn’2003 basic skills. The paper is
organized according the following sequence: sec-
tion 2 presents the agent architecture; section
3 presents the changes brought by the new im-
plementation and briefly presents a methodogy,
based on Petry-Nets, used to model the agent be-
havior and its interaction with the oder agents and
help the agent knowledge implementation; finally
4 presents conclusion and futures works.

2 The Concurrent Autonomous Agent

The Concurrent Autonomous Agent is Based
on the Generic Model for Cognitive Agents
(Bittencourt, 1997), it implements an autonomous
agent architecture with three decision levels, Re-
active, Instinctive and Cognitive, according to a
concurrent approach. Each decision level is im-
plemented in a different process: Interface, Coor-
dinator and Expert.

The Reactive level encapsulates the Basic
Player skill package released by UvaTrilear 2003
(Boer and Kok, 2001). It contains a collection
of reactive behaviors responsible for some agent’s
individual skills like: intercepting the ball, kick-
ing the ball to a desire position in the field, mov-
ing to a desire position, etc. It also provides the
agent environment synchronization and a simple



Figure 1: The Concurrent Autonomous Agent.

World Model updated by the perception informa-
tion sent by the Soccer Server. Every time that a
perception is received from the Soccer Server, the
reactive level updates the World Model, sends a
message to the Instinctive level informing the new
World Model state, and uses the current behavior
to perform the necessary skills to handle the agent
actions. This is done by a set of commands sent
to the Soccer Server to be applied to the robot:
kick, dash, turn, catch, etc. The current behavior
is chosen by the Instinctive level.

The Instinctive level encapsulates a
Knowledge-Based System with a one cycle
Inference Engine, a rule base and a fact base.
The Fact Base stores the information sent by
the Reactive level about the World Model state.
The Rule base is organized into a finite number
of rule sets. Each plan is associated with a
different rule set. This rule set contains the
knowledge to identify the current environment
state and to choose the best behavior to satisfy
the current plan. In the case that the chosen
behavior is different from the currently active
behavior in the Reactive Level, a message is sent
to the Reactive Level informing the new chosen
behavior. The Instinctive level is also responsible
by the generation of symbolic information that is
sent to Cognitive level.

The cognitive level also encapsulates a
knowledge-based system, but one with a multiple
cycle inference engine, that also includes a fact
base, a local rule base, a social rule base and a
Plan Set base. The local rule base is responsible
for handling the symbolic information sent by the
Instinctive level, building with it a logical model
about the environment. Using this logic model, it
chooses a local goal; verifies whether the current
plan is still valid; chooses the most appropriate
plan and sends it to the instinctive level. The
social rules contain the knowledge needed by the
agent to take part in a cooperation process. The
cognitive level also stores the Plan Set that is pre-
sented at subsection 2.1.

2.1 Plan Set

Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems of-
ten admit different plans that satisfy the same goal
gi, possibly with different satisfaction degrees. In
this situation there are different plans that allow
the multi-agent system to perform the same coop-
erative task. Depending on the available agents
and on their respective internal states and skills
to assume the tasks that are necessary to satisfy
the plan, these plans can present different satis-
faction degrees. With the aim of facilitating the
choice of the best plan by each autonomous agent,
according to the current environment state, the
available agents, their respective skills and the in-
ternal states of the other agents, a data structure
called Plan Set was proposed.

• Definition 1 : A Plan Set Pi is a data struc-
ture that contain: an identification string
planset–id; a goal gi; and a list of plans
L = {p1, p2, ..., pw} that can satisfy gi, ranked
according to the optimality criteria where p1

is the optimal plan to achieve gi.

Figure 2: Planset for the global goal right wing
side attack set piece.

A Plan Set Pi stores in a plan list L all known
plans p1, p2, ..., pw to achieve the goal gi. This
goal can be either a local goal or a global goal.
For local goals, the plan contains a combination
of the agent’s behaviors, that once performed suc-
cessfully by the agent drives the environment to
the desired state describe by the goal gi. On the
other hand, for global goals, the plan contains a
set of local goals, that once performed successfully
by some selected agents in the society that present
the needed skills, drive the environment to the de-
sired state describe by the goal gi.

For a given cooperative task, where the en-
vironment assumes the state A at instant t0, the
optimal plan p1 can drive the game from the ini-
tial state A to the desired state B in t0 + ∆1t.
According to the plan p1, one player should drive
the ball through the field right wing side (task j1),
two others players should move to the main area
entrance (tasks j2 and j3) and two more players
should approach the penalty, (tasks j4 and j5).
This plan consists of the five cooperative tasks –
Jp1 = j1, j2, j3, j4, j5 – represented in figure 3 and
should be performed by a set of five players.

The relationship among the necessary tasks
j1, j2, ..., j5 associated with plan pi for the goal
gi, that can drive the environment from an initial
state S(t0) at instant t0 to a desired state S(t0 +



Figure 3: The optimal plan p1 for gi.

∆1t) at instant t0 + ∆1t, can be represented by
the Petri Net shown at figure 4.

Figure 4: A Petri Net for the optimal plan p1.

The arcs labeled with number 2 have an as-
sociated weight of 2, the other arcs, that are not
labeled, have an associated weight of 1, the de-
fault value. The places s1, s2, s3, s4, s5 represent
the scenario depicted by State A : s1 represents
the robot, Player7, located at the attack right
midfield position waiting for the ball passing; s2

the robot, Player8, located at the defense center-
right midfield position with ball control; s3 the
robot, Player9, located at the attack center mid-
field position and waiting for the ball control un-
der Player7; s4 the robot, Player10, located at
the defense center-left midfield position and wait-
ing for the ball control under Player7; s5 the
robot, Player11, located at the attack left mid-
field position and waiting for the ball control un-
der Player7.

One token is associated with each agent and
another token is associated with the ball. The
places s1, s3, s4, s5 initially hold one token each
and place s2 holds two tokens because at the ini-
tial state this robot has the ball control. Tran-
sition t1 represents a ball passing from Player8

to Player7. The places s6 and s7 represent the
Player7 and Player8 that are waiting for the ball

control under Player7. At transition t2, Player7

assumes the ball control. After transition t2,
places s8, s9, s10, s11, s12 become active, they rep-
resent: s8 Player7 driving the ball through the
right wing side until close to the penalty area; s9

and s11 Player8 and Player10 move to the penalty
area entrance; s10 and s12 Player9 and Player11

move to the penalty area head.
After transition t3, Player7 crosses the ball

to the main area head. This transition can acti-
vate one of the following places s14, s15, s16, s17. In
other words, one of the players Player9, Player11,
Player8, Player10, the one that gets the ball con-
trol, kick it to the goal firing transition t4. Then
one of the places s18, s19, s20, s21 will be the Petri
Net final place. The Petri Net shown in figure
4 expresses the concurrence and dependence re-
lationships among the tasks involved in plan pi.
This Petri Net can also be used to guide the gen-
eration of the respective rule sets that compose
the instinctive level and are used to execute the
plan pi.

On the other extreme, there is plan p4 that
also allows the goal gi to be achieved but using
only two cooperative tasks. According to plan p4,
one player drives the ball through the field right
hand side (task j1) and another player moves to
the penalty area entrance (task j2, see figure 5).

Figure 5: The critical plan p4 for gi.

Two others alternative plans, p2 and p3, which
allow the agent society to achieve intermediate
state C in t0 + ∆2t and state D in t0 + ∆3t can
also satisfy the goal gi.

The plans p1, p2, p3 and p4 present different
satisfaction degrees for goal gi. The optimal situ-
ation happens when the five agents are available
to execute all the tasks in plan p1, called opti-
mal plan. This plan drives the game from state
A to state B in t0 + ∆1t. On the other hand, the
worst situation happens when the agents are able
to execute just the two tasks in plan p4. This plan
drives the game to state E in t0 + ∆4t.

In other words a PlanSet Pi is a data stru-
ture that holds all the plans known by an agent
to attain a given goal. This goal can be either a
local goal or a global goal. For local goals, the
cognitive level uses its rule base and the logical
World Model to choose which plan pi ∈ Pi will
become the active one. Each plan contains a com-
bination of agent’s behaviors that once success-
fully associated by the Instinctive level with the
environment states drives it to the goal gi. For
each plan pi there is an encapsuleted rule set that
associates the current environment state Si(t) to



the agent’s behaviors specified by the plan pi. For
global goals, the plans contain tasks that can be
associated to agents local goals and once all the
local goals in pi are achieved, the global goal is
satisfied. The decision about which plan pi ∈ Pi

would become active and which agent will assume
the necessary task ji ∈ Jpi

is done through agent
society interactions.

3 The Multi-Agent Systems for Robots
Soccer Simulation

The Expert-Coop++ library (Costa et al., 2003)
was chosen to implement the multi-agent system
that controls the MecaTeam’2007 eleven robot.

Figure 6: Agents implementation

Expert-Coop++ is a modular object-oriented
environment, designed to help the implementa-
tion of Cognitive Multi-Agent Systems, under best
effort soft real-time requirements. The Expert-
Coop++ environment consists of a library of C++
classes that supports the creation of agents ac-
cording to a predefined agent architecture, the
Concurrent Autonomous Agent (Costa and Bit-
tencourt, 1999). The Expert-Coop++ environ-
ment introduces a new data structure called Plan
Set presented in subsection 2.1. The environ-
ment also offers three different cooperation strate-
gies: Dynamic Social Knowledge (Costa and Bit-
tencourt, 2000), Contract Net Protocol (Smith,
1980), and a slight variation of Coalition Based
On Dependence (Ito and Sichman, 2000). For the
multi-agent system implementation described in
this paper, no agent comunication have been used
nether agent cooperations strategies.

4 Conclusion and Future Works

The MecaTeam’2007 presents a multi-agent sys-
tem approach for a multi-robot system dis-
tributed control uther the RoboCup Soccer Sim-
ulation League. his implementation brings ups
a new approach for the Concurrent Autonomous
Agent implementation, based on multi-thread ap-
proach who allows a significant reduction of the

MecaTeam computing load. Also a mothodol-
ogy form agent knowledge and Multi-Agent Sys-
tem behavior based on Petry-Net was presented.
This methodology helps the agent Knowledge im-
plementation decreasing the complexity to imple-
ment the rules bases used by the agents.
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